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Call for 2022 Contributors 
Military History Group Members are invited to consider 
presentations you might like to during the year. Please also 
let the Convenor, Gilbert Foster, Tony Tossel or Advisory 
Members  know of guest speakers who could be invited to 
share military experiences which would be of interest to 

our Members.  

U3A equipment can be organised and assistance in the 

preparation of presentations can be given if required. 

U3A NUNAWADING MILITARY HISTORY GROUP  
 

Battle of Binh Ba - 6th-8th June 1969 

The battle of Binh Ba was one of the more significant actions fought by Australian soldiers during the Vietnam War. Before the bat-
tle, soldiers of the 1st Australian Task Force (1ATF) had fought mainly in open or jungle settings. This battle took place in the vil-
lage of Binh Ba, in Phuoc Tuy Province, South Vietnam, against a 
large, well-armed communist force. 

In early June 1969 the newly arrived 6th Battalion, the Royal Australian 
Regiment/New Zealand (ANZAC), deployed north of 1ATF’s base at 
Nui Dat, on Operation Lavarack. The battalion immediately began en-
countering large formations of North Vietnamese Army (NVA) and Viet 
Cong (VC) soldiers, and a series of near constant firefights ensued. On 
the evening of the 5th of June 1969, a combined communist force of 
well-armed and resolute troops occupied Binh Ba.  

At 8 am the following morning, an Australian Centurion tank moving 
north past the village was fired on; a rocket propelled grenade dam-
aged the tank and wounded at least one of the crew. Two and a half 
hours later, 1ATF launched Operation Hammer, sending an under-
strength company of 5RAR supported by armoured vehicles and artil-
lery into the village. What followed was two days of fierce house-to-
house fighting as the Australians attempted to remove the NVA and VC 
from the village. 

The Aftermath 

Members of the 1st Australian Civil Affairs Unit (1ACAU) entered Binh Ba on the morning of 8 June to find a scene of utter devasta-
tion. One in five houses had been completely destroyed, with every other house suffering at least some degree of damage. 1ACAU 

organised the distribution of food, water and aid to villagers, and went 
on to oversee repair and reconstruction work in the village. Recon-
struction efforts, borne mainly by Australian engineers, lasted for a 
month. The village school was rebuilt by B Squadron, 1 Armoured 
Regiment, and re-opened in November that year. 

Operation Hammer had cost the Australians one man killed and ten 
wounded. The North Vietnamese Army (NVA) and Viet Cong had lost 
99 men killed, mostly from 33 NVA Regiment. At the conclusion of Op-
eration Hammer, the Australians, who had previously been unable to 
enter Binh Ba safely, were able to move freely in the village and their 
reconstruction efforts were welcomed by many of the villagers. 

Operation Lavarack concluded on 30 June 1969 by which time 6RAR/
NZ had killed 102 enemy soldiers, while one Australian and two New 
Zealanders had been killed, and 29 wounded. 
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Troops of 6 Platoon, B Company, 5th Battalion, The 
Royal Australian Regiment (5RAR), sweep towards 
Duc Trung during Operation Hammer on day two of 
the battle.  

Centurion tanks of 1st Armoured Regiment at Binh Ba 
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Australia’s first defence scientist, Cecil Hake, set out to create a national factory to manufacture the gunpowder replacement cordite in 
a small building behind Melbourne’s Victoria Barracks on 15 April 1907, he could not have known that he was laying the foundations 
for one of the world’s great research institutions. 

But just seven years after his first baby steps, with Australian troops heading to the World War I battlefields of Western Europe and 
the Middle East, Hake’s tiny lab had become a rapidly expanding complex in the then-outer suburb of Maribyrnong, ensuring that Aus-
tralia was self-reliant in munition productions. 

The Defence Science and Technology Group (DSTG) is now the second-largest publicly funded research agency after the CSIRO, 
but still has Australian security - and the servicemen and women who provide it - at the heart of everything it does. 

That aim requires close collaboration with Defence services and a full understanding of their needs, requirements and the theatres of 
operation in which they work or are likely to work.  

“You have to know about the military operational environment 
and the physical environment in which they work,” says Scot 
Allison, a retired DSTG physicist, whose work spanned missile 
development, air and ship defences. 

“As a young scientist, our teams met with a lot of young mili-
tary men and women. We learnt directly from them what they 
needed.  If there is one thing that gets instilled into you, it is 
that we don’t want our ADF to go out with second-rate equip-
ment – their lives are partly in your hands.” 

The experience of World War I cemented the importance of 
science in maintaining a strategic advantage, especially for a 
country with a vast land area and small population, thousands 
of kilometres from its most powerful allies. 

By the eve of World War II, Defence Science had grown well 
beyond quality control for explosives. Just two weeks before 
the Germans invaded Poland, construction had begun on the 
Fishermans Bend site in Melbourne with a mission to provide 
a domestic aeronautical research capability that still is at the 
heart of Defence aviation science and engineering today. 

The years following World War II resulted in an explosion of 
innovation from Australia’s defence scientists in collaboration with our closest allies - the United Kingdom and the United States. 

The Long-Range Weapons Establishment (LRWE) was formed in Salisbury, South Australia, to support a guided weapons facility at 
Woomera and was followed by three new laboratories there – the High-Speed Aerodynamics Laboratory, Propulsion Research Labor-
atory and the Electronics Research Laboratory. 

A laboratory was established in Alexandria, NSW, for research into metallurgy, the Army Food Research Laboratories were estab-
lished at Scottsdale in Tasmania and the Joint Tropical Research Unit (JTRU) established in Innisfail, Queensland, and operated 
jointly with the British Ministry of Defence. 

Australian research from the middle decades of the 20th Century made its mark around the world. In the mid-50s, David Warren, a 
research scientist at Fishermans Bend, invented the black box flight recorder. At the same time, early research was taking place in 
Adelaide that would lead to the Jindalee Operational Radar Network (JORN), the most capable over-the-horizon radar system in the 
world. 

The 1960s Chief Defence Scientist William Butement and Henry d’Assumpçao, who also later became a Chief Defence Scientist, 
invented the Barra passive array sonobuoy system, which were deployed from aircraft and helicopters to detect, locate and classify 
quiet submarines and surface ships. 

By the early 1970s, Scot Allison and his team were developing Nulka, an anti-ship missile defence system. The US Navy was initially 
doubtful Nulka would work, but now deploys on 150 on its ships. 

Today’s scientists and engineers are still responding to Defence needs to address current and future threats and to tackle complex 
challenges, from Artificial Intelligence to hypersonics. 

While some research projects take decades to come to fruition, DSTG also responds with critical urgency to needs of Defence per-
sonnel in the field, such as greater protection against improvised explosive devices in Afghanistan, and to public health crises - as it 
did working on face shield design and ventilator conversion to cope with the COVID-19 pandemic. 

These days the emphasis is on collaborations with universities and industry to ensure Defence scientists have access to the best re-
search ideas across the country and the world. 

  115 years of Defence science  

 

International exchange engineer Captain Paul Gulotta of the US 
Air Force working in the Defence Science and Technology 
Group wind tunnel at Fishermans Bend in Melbourne.  
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Soldiers from the Royal Australian Corps of Signals (RASigs) and 
the Royal Australian Corps of Transport (RACT) provided a royal 
welcome when they gathered at Holsworthy Barracks to meet the 
colonel-in-chief of their respective corps. 

Her Royal Highness Princess Anne has been the colonel-in-chief of 
RASigs since 1977 and of the RACT since 2011.  

Local personnel from 145th and 142nd Signals Squadrons, 176th Air 
Dispatch Squadron, 3rd Transport Company and 16th Transport 
Squadron gathered to greet the princess, representing their respec-
tive corps.  

Head of Corps for RACT, Brigadier Sue Graham, said she was 
pleased to be present for Princess Anne’s second official visit to the 
corps since her appointment as colonel-in-chief RACT. 

“It is an immeasurable honour to have our colonel-in-chief with us 
today,” Brigadier Graham said.  

“Under RACT, we have a significant range of capabilities, including 
drivers, water transport, terminal operators, postal, movers and air 
dispatchers – all of whom are grateful to have the opportunity to tell 
her a little about their roles in the Australian Army today.”  

For Head of Corps for RASigs, Brigadier Gregory Novak, the visit 
marked a significant event. 

“Many of our signallers here today would be too young to remember 
the last time Her Royal Highness visited Australia in her capacity of 
colonel-in-chief RASigs back in 2000,” Brigadier Novak said. 

“I am so glad soldiers from 145th Signals Squadron, 8th Signal Regi-
ment and 126th Signals Squadron have had the honour of meeting 
her today. 

“It is an enormous privilege to host Her Royal Highness and I'm very 
appreciative of her taking the time to meet with people.” 

The Princess Royal, landing on 5th Brigade’s parade ground in an 
Australian Army MRH-90 Taipan helicopter. 

In an address to RASigs and RACT soldiers, she thanked corps per-
sonnel for their adaptability over recent operations. 

“Your job is so often to look after the other exercises and operations; 
and it is a fundamental requirement,” Princess Anne said.  

“You have much to look forward to in terms of the technology and 
the things you do. 

“But, frankly, it’s the people behind the technology that you work with 
that make it all possible for your corps to be as effective as they are.” 

“I hope your plan is to reflect, and see what has been achieved over 

  

King Air Provides International Exercise 
support  

  

A team from RAAF No. 32 Squadron has provided air 
suppot to multinational forces during the annual Bersama 
Shield field training exercise hosted by Malaysia. 

The eight-person detachment and their KA350 King Air 
aircraft supported both maritime and air training serials in-
volving forces from Australia, Malaysia, New Zealand, Sin-
gapore and the United Kingdom. 

Deployment commander for the detachment Squadron 
Leader Scott Tavasci said the engagement provided an 
opportunity for pilot development training as the squadron 
prepares for further international exercises later in the year. 

“It’s good to get back into international operations again as 
COVID-19 restrictions in most parts of the world start eas-
ing,” Squadron Leader Tavasci said. 

“This has been a great training opportunity and allows us to 
put our operating procedures into practice and observe how 
other international forces work.” 

For No. 32 Squadron pilots Flying Officer Wynona Winslett 
and Flight Lieutenant Riley Forde, the 3600 nautical mile 
journey from their base in East Sale in Victoria to Butter-
worth, Malaysia, was an experience in itself. 

For Flying Officer Winslett it was also her first trip overseas. 

“I didn’t think that my first time overseas I’d actually be fly-
ing myself, but it’s been educational to fly in a number of 
different countries,” Flying Officer Winslett said. 

After leaving East Sale, the KA350 King Air made a number 
of stops including in Longreach in Queensland, Darwin, Bali 
and Singapore before reaching the Royal Malaysian Air 
Force base in Butterworth. 

As well as the four pilots in the detachment, the team in-
cluded operations and administrative staff as well as two 
civilian ground station contractors from Jet Aviation. 

Exercise Bersama Shield is conducted under the frame-
work of the Five Power Defence Arrangements (FPDA), the 
longest standing multilateral security arrangement in South-
East Asia. 

The exercise was the first key event of 2022 for the FPDA 
and will be followed by Exercise Suman Protector 2022 in 
October, hosted by Singapore. 

 

 

 

 
A Royal Honour For Our Soldiers 
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Plunketts Shot— Story of a Peninsular War Sniper 

 

Thomas Plunkett is one of the most famous Private soldiers of the 95th Rifles, along with Rifleman Harris, who had his story memori-

alised (the real Harris was illiterate, not the TV favourite from Bernard Cornwell’s Sharpe which has catapulted the 95th rifles to near 

stardom). Plunkett achieved notoriety for his skill with the rifle during the retreat from Corunna. 

Born sometime in 1783 in Newtown, Wexford, Thomas Plunkett worked as a labourer for some time, before enlisting in the newly 

formed 95th Rifles in Dublin on the 10th May 1805. In 1805 the 95th Rifles had just become a numbered regimental, evolving from 

the Rifle Corps (formerly the Experimental Rifle Corps), making Plunkett one of the early volunteers. 

It is worth noting here, that the spelling of Plunkett is sometimes given as “Plunket” there are also variations of the spelling of his 

Christian name, but for ease, I’ll refer to him as Plunkett, except in the first hand sources where it is spelt as recorded. 

Plunkett was first stationed at Canterbury, until a transfer of new recruits and trained Riflemen took place to even the strength be-

tween the 1st and 2nd battalions (eventually the 95th would raise three battalions, all of which would see service in the Peninsular 

and fight at Waterloo). 

During Plunkett’s initial training, he earnt the 3rd class shot honour, the highest category of marksmanship within the 95th Rifles, enti-

tling him to wear a green cockade in his shako and parade with the best shots. 

In 1806 the battalion embarked on the Buenos Aires expedition, an ill-fated campaign in which Plunkett underwent his first baptism of 

fire. 

It was during the fighting in Buenos Airies that Thomas Plunkett proved his deadly accuracy. Plunkett spotted a Spanish officer direct-

ing the attack and shot him in the thigh at long-range, receiving the plaudits of his company for doing so (although it is possible the 

officer was holding a white flag at this time, so Plunkett did not receive an open reward or official praise). It is also claimed that Plun-

kett shot up to 20 Spanish soldiers from a position shared with another rifleman called Fisher from the roof of the Santo Domingo 

Convent in the city, and through that exploit became well known as one of the few men in the two battalions of the 95th who could 

shoot a rifle “with unerring accuracy at an extended distance of over 200 yards”. 

On the 3rd January 1809 the British Expeditionary force to the Iberian Peninsula was under the Command of Sir John Moore. Follow-

ing Sir Arthur Wellesley successes at Rolica and Vimerio, the British commander was recalled to explain his part in the Treaty of Cin-

tra (an article for another time, but the subsequent commanders who replaced Wellesley gave far too lenient terms to the French Ar-

my). Sir John Moore had advanced the Army into Spain, around Salamanca and then north expecting or at least hoping to link with 

Spanish allies, but found himself beset by a much larger series of French Corps and the advance of Napoleon himself. The dictator of 

France brought with him a much larger army and swept the Spanish aside, with a force that would decimate Sir John Moore’s British. 

Deciding the evacuate the expeditionary army to the coast, in the hope that the 

Royal Navy would pick them up in port, Sir John split his army across a series of 

roads at Christmas 1808, with the majority marching north-westerly to Corunna. 

It was on this fateful march, through the harsh Spanish winter that Plunkett again 

came to the fore of The 95th Rifles legend. The 95th was to forming the rear-guard 

just outside the village of Cacabellos. The 1/95th held two companies of the enemy 

side of the village, facing the advancing French through the snow. Within minutes 

French cavalry appeared causing the Rifle piquets to withdraw to their lines. The 

two companies of Riflemen hastily formed line across the main road, just allowing 

Sir John Moore and his staff to escape through their line. Several well-aimed volleys 

stalled the French attack in their tracks, but once they regrouped they pressed 

home a charge. The Rifles were forced to fall back across the bridge into the village 

when the French Cavalry fell on their rear, killing and capturing about 40 Riflemen. 

On the far bank of the river the 28th (North Gloucestershire) Regiment formed over 

the road, who were supported by a battery of six guns of the Royal Horse Artillery, with the 52nd Light Infantry coming up to cover the 

other flank. The French having been halted from crossing the bridge withdrew and awaited reinforcements. The commander of this 

force of French cavalry was a young General called Auguste-Marie-Francois Colbert. Mounted on a grey horse and at just 31 he was 

already a hero of Jena and a favourite of Napoleon Bonaparte. He knew that if he could break through the British line before dark, he 

could fall upon in the retreating British units beyond. 

By mid-afternoon, the French Infantry were fording the river on either side of the British positions, using weight of numbers, they 

pressed home onto the rear-guard the British fell back. Colbert led a charge personally and gained control of the bridge. The 28th, 

52nd and 95th all reformed on a crest of a ridge just beyond the bridge, meanwhile Colbert regrouped his cavalry and supporting in-

fantry for another push onto the British rear-guard. Colbert on his grey mount, with his distinctive General’s uniform, made him stand 

out to the 95th marksmen, but especially Plunkett. Dashing forward of the British line into open ground before throwing himself onto 

his back, (using the orthodox firing position, which was taught as a steady platform for the firer to use,  

Plunket throwing himself onto his back and 
resting his Baker Rifle on his crossed feet 
with the butt under his right shoulder in the 
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it is now synonymous with his name) he took aim and shot Colbert at a great range. Colbert’s aide or Trumpeter raced to his general’s 

side, Plunkett proved that his first shot wasn’t luck, but rather skill, as he calmly reloaded and shot the second man as well before 

leaping back to his feet and returning to the British line to the cheers of his comrades who then started peppered the pursuing cavalry 

with shots from their rifles in turn. Plunkett only paused to pick up the purse thrown to him by General Paget in appreciation of his 

deed. The French disheartened with their loss of their leader withdrew back over the bridge and the British were able to extract the 

rear-guard successfully. 

There is some contention over the distance, with some reports going as far as 800 yards, which is a vast range, even for modern 

weapons, that would usually be fitted with a scope. As it was the 95th all practiced to shoot to 200 yards and awarded class badges to 

the best shots, of which Plunkett was in the top tier. Even the most sceptical say the range was 100 yards. However, Colbert and his 

aide must have thought themselves well out of the range of any muskets (which have an effective range of just 80 yards) and General 

Paget was particularly impressed with Plunkett’s shooting to reward him. Most agree it is around 200-300 yards, which Plunkett may 

have lessened slightly with his dash forward. A well respected historian of the 95th and Battlefield guide who knows the area and his-

tory very well (1) states it cannot be less than 200 yards, and though many sources are mixed, this seems to be the minimum distance 

agreed upon and I see no reason not to think it was 200 to 300 yards distance from Plunkett to Colbert, a considerable distance for 

the Baker rifles against a fast-moving target to hit, twice. 

After being made up to corporal, Plunkett was eventually promoted to serjeant (note the traditional Rifles spelling with a “j” rather than 

a “g” which is more common) and was still enjoying his fame within the battalion. That was, until he got incredibly drunk in September 

1809 in eastern Portugal, after a day’s training. He got so drunk that his men and peers had to restrain him, in the altercation he barri-

caded himself inside a small hut. It was clear that this had spiraled out of a situation the men were uncomfortable in dealing with, so 

an officer was sent for, unfortunately Plunkett had threatened to shoot the first man to come through the hut’s door, which was now a 

threat towards the life of an officer a serious offence. 

Plunkett was talked out of the hut peacefully but now stood on a serious charge. Even at Regimental level, he faced capital punish-

ment. Taking into account his previous service, he was demoted back to private and sentenced with 300 lashes, despite the Lieuten-

ant Colonel Beckwith, the Commanding Officer, had an apparent aversion to corporal punishment. 

The sentence was to be carried out by two buglers, in front of the entire battalion on parade; Plunkett was “stripped to the waist, tied 

to a tree and two buglers stepped forward with their cats [whips]. After Beckwith refused a last appeal the first bugler swung his whip 

onto the prisoner’s back. After a few strokes, the colonel suggested that Plunket’s popularity was making the bugler lay it on a little 

light. ‘Do your duty fairly sir!’ he shouted at the bugler who completed the first ration of twenty-five lashes. But Beckwith could not 

stand the whole procedure, and after thirty-five had been administered, he ordered that Plunket be taken down. Beckwith spoke in a 

loud, clear voice, for the benefit of the whole battalion: ‘You see now, sir, 

how very easy it is to commit a blackguard’s crime, but how difficult to 

take his punishment.’  

The Rifleman continued his service, transferring to a different battalion, 

where it seems in 1813 he was again promoted to corporal, but by 1815 

he was a private again (no reason is given, but it creates a pattern). 

At the Waterloo Campaign 95th Rifles Officer and diarist Edward Costello 

states that he met Plunkett, observing: 

“His usual luck forsook him at Waterloo, where a ball struck the peak of 

his cap and tore his forehead across, leaving a very ugly scar.” 

Later Costello observes he saw Plunkett under the hands of a surgeon. 

In a slightly odd turn of events, Thomas Plunkett marries in 1815, to a 

brave woman who had followed the 95th camp through the campaign (possibly formerly married to a deceased soldier), but Mrs Plun-

kett has been so disfigured by an accident she is described as being without a face. An ammunition wagon at Quatre-Bras had ex-

ploded very near to her, disfiguring her so much that the government awarded her a shilling a day invalid pension. Plunkett, for his 

service at Waterloo, the Peninsular, including the wounds he received was invalided out of the Army with a sixpence a day pension, 

eventually reenlisting with either the 31st or 41st Regiment of the line. 

Whilst serving in a red coat regiment, he met the now General Sir Sidney Beckwith, who recalled their time in the Peninsular together. 

Plunkett was invited to join General Beckwith at the officer’s mess for a glass of wine. After what was surely a jolly reunion, Beckwith 

ensured that Plunkett was again promoted to corporal and pensioned a full shilling a day. 

Plunkett’s eventual fate was a sad one. Sighted many years later in central London he was selling matches on the street. He had 

failed to make a go of farming a parcel of land in Canada, along with four years pay as a pension. Upon returning to England with his 

wife his alcoholic tendencies caught up with him again until sometime after 1836 he fell dead in a road passing through Colchester in 

Essex. 

J P Beadle’s famous painting, ‘The Rearguard’. It de-
picts General ‘Black Bob’ Craufurd and a party of rifle-

men of the 95th turning to face a French pursuit 
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Before we get to the rifle it is worth noting that the principle weapon of the British infantry and all others throughout the Napoleonic 

Wars was that of the flintlock smoothbore musket. The British musket was know as the Brown Bess, most of which were obtained 

from the East India Company. The Board of Ordnance in 1797 ordered gunsmiths only to produce the 'India Pattern'. 

The musket had a 39 inch barrel and could also be fitted with a bayonet which was a triangular section blade about 15 inches long 

(the musket could still be fired with a bayonet fixed although the rate of fire was reduced). This was an improvement on an earlier 

version which was plugged into the muzzle itself and rendered the musket unusable    

Unlike most of the British Infantry, the 95th and a few others were issued with rifles. These battalions where entrusted with rifles be-

cause it was felt that the rifles greater accuracy and distance could make a marked impression on the outcome of any battle or skir-

mish. They where not adopted through out the British Army as a whole as they where slower to load and it was felt the quantity was 

better than quality. 

Rifles were not a new invention during the Napoleonic wars, they had been around for over 150 years, in fact the first patent for a rifle 

was taken out by Arnold Rotsipen in 1634. The British army had dabbled with rifles before and the first mention of their use is in 1751, 

but all of these early rifles were imported and foreign made. 

In 1775 the British Military bought some German rifles to trial, by the end of the year, Viscount Townsend, the master general, was 

satisfied with the trials and asked the government to obtain the Kings permission to purchase 1000 rifles. He did not wait for the re-

sponse and in Jan 1776 sent a preliminary order for 200 rifles from Germany. 

Negotiations were opened 

with the Birmingham trade 

for the remaining 800. 

A rifle was sent to William 

Grice, gun maker, so he 

could make an official pat-

tern. After this was ap-

proved, orders were placed 

for 200 each with Grice, 

Benjamin Willetts, Mathias Barker and Galton & Sons at 3 guineas per rifle. 

The situation changed in 1776 when Capt. Ferguson of the 70th Regiment trialed his breech-loading rifle to the British military. The 

trial was a success. Firing at a rate of 4 shots per minute over a distance of 200yds. The master general decided no more muzzle 

loading rifles should be made ‘ as a new construction of Capt. Ferguson’s is approved.’ 

An order was placed for 100 of Ferguson’s rifles to the same gunsmiths making the muzzle loading rifles. 

In March 1777 Capt. Ferguson was placed in charge of training 100 recruits from the 6th and 14th Regiments in the use of his rifle. In 

May 1777 these new riflemen arrived in America with a supply of green cloth for uniforms. They were involved in the attack on Bran-

dywine Hill and played a major part in the success of the battle. They suffered heavy losses and Ferguson was wounded. Whilst Fer-

guson was recovering his rifles were disbanded and incorporated into the light companies of their old regiments. The Ferguson rifles 

we placed into store and further use or trials were not continued. The Ferguson did have some shortcomings, the stock was weak, it 

required some skill to operate, and it also had the disadvantage of not being able to use standard cartridges. 

The only identifiable original Ferguson rifle from the original 100 made is in the Morristown National Park Museum. 49 inch long, 34 

inch barrel, 0.68 inch calibre, rifled with 8 groves. 

In Jan 1800 the adjutant general wrote to Col Coote Manningham placing him in command of a corps of detachments from 14 line 

regiments ‘ for the purpose of its being instructed in the use of the rifle.’ 

Trials of English and Foreign rifles took place at Woolwich in Feb 1800. Bakers rifle had 7 grooves with a quarter turn, most of the day 

had a three quarter turn. Baker argued it was easier to load and simpler out in the field. 

In March 1800 Ezekiel Baker was given an order for pattern rifles and barrels. 

Initially two types of rifles were purchased one with musket bore and the other with carbine bore. In March 1800 the wheels were set 

in motion for the manufacture of the first 800 rifles to the Baker pattern. The gun makers Egg, Nock, Baker, Pritchett, Brander, Wilkes, 

Wright, Barnett and Harrison & Thompson shared this first order. Cost of each rifle 36 shillings. 

In Sept 1800 a further 100 were ordered with improvements ‘ last approved by Colonel Manningham’. This improvement included a 

box in the butt. 

 

“Plunkett’s Rifle” The British Infantry Rifle, or Baker Rifle, 1800-51 

The Baker Rifle and Sword Bayonet 
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The musket bore was objected too due to requiring too much exertion when loading and also excessive weight. Instead the small-

er .625 calibre carbine bore version was adopted with seven square groves making one complete turn in ten feet (a quarter of a turn 

in a 30 inch barrel). The rifle length was approx. 46 inches, barrel length approx. 30 inches, weight approx. 8 lbs and with bayonet 

fitted approx. 10 lbs. All baker pattern rifles were browned from the start. 

The Baker designed rifle for infantry was soon considered as a cavalry weapon. In 1801 Baker supplied carbines rifled for the Life 

Guards. 

The locks of the rifle we marked “Tower” and “G.R.” under a crown. The stock was made from English walnut with a brass patch box 

in the butt. The brass trigger guard was a distinctive shape enabling a firm grip of the rifle for precise trigger let-off. The buttplate and 

the sideplate were made from brass. The stock had a raised cheek piece on the left of the butt. The barrel was attached to the stock 

with three flat, captive wedges. The fore-end cap and ramrod pipes were brass and the 30 inch ramrod had a rounded end. The 

sword bayonet was based on a German model. Henry Osborne in Birmingham was responsible for the first prototype and consign-

ment. The sword bayonet was 23 inches long and was clipped 

on to a metal bar attached just behind the muzzle 

Considering all of the Baker rifle components, the lock saw the 

most variance, particularly during the Napoleonic years. There 

were four basic changes in design and a significant number of 

minor variations. Some were mechanical, but mostly they were 

minor decorative or hand finishing touches, such as border 

lines. Early models had the rounded lockplate and swan neck 

cock. It was a reduced-size India Pattern lock. The second 

type, an adaptation of the New Land Pattern lock, had a flat 

lockplate, and a flat ring-necked cock. Some of these had 

raised pans and roller steel springs, some had the small leaf 

sprig engraving at the point of the tail of the plate, although 

otherwise void of decoration, aside from the standard markings. Others 

had the double border lines engraved on the plate and body of the 

cock. 

About 1806, a third type of lock appeared. This had both a raised pan 

and a safety bolt let into the tail of the lock plate, and was fitted with a 

flat ring-neck cock. The plate itself had a stepped down tail and the 

entire lock was somewhat smaller than the earlier patterns. The raised 

pan was rapidly dropped in favour of a cheaper and less complicated 

ordinary pan. The sliding safety bolt was also considered an unneces-

sary refinement for the elite 95th. The modified New Land Pattern be-

came the standard, but all of these locks were used concurrently, mak-

ing it difficult to classify or precisely date any rifle from the lock alone. In 1822 production reverted to the first type, having the rounded 

lockplate and rounded swan-neck cock. 

It is difficult to judge the extent of the issue of the baker pattern rifles, as they are given no official name in government records. It was 

only in Victorian times that it became to be known as the Baker rifle. (In our re-enactment regiment the words ‘Baker Rifle’ are 

banned, as the original 95th rifleman would not have known it as this. If a rifleman utters these words within earshot of an officer or 

NCO it will normally be followed by an order to run around the camp with the ‘British Infantry Rifle’ above his head.) 

By March 1806 over 10,000 infantry and 10,000 cavalry carbine barrels were being made. 3,000 of each type were to be rifled and 

set up, the rest complete except for the rifling and then held in store. 

Over 30,000 baker pattern rifles were manufactured during the Napoleonic wars compared with 3 and half million muskets. 

Cartridge charge was 4 drams; balls weighed 22 to the pound although some units preferred 20 to the pound to ensure a tighter fit-

ting. 

The last manufacture of Baker pattern rifles took place in 1838, when London gun makers set up 2,000. 

Baker pattern rifles claim the distinction of having the longest service life of any rifle used by the British Army, it continued in service 

up to 1851 when they were used in the Kaffir wars. The rifle was used in almost every war in the world during its time, including 

against America in 1812, used by the Mexicans at the Alamo in 1836 and again in the Mexican wars. 

The Baker Rifle Lock 

The Baker Rifle Sword Fitting 
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In 1933 the Admiralty agreed to loan the Flotilla Leader Stuart (I) and four V and W Class destroyers 

(Vampire (I), Vendetta (I), Voyager (I) and Waterhen (I)) to the Royal Australian Navy as replacements for the S Class destroyers 

(Stalwart, Success, Swordsman, Tasmania and Tattoo) and the Flotilla Leader Anzac, then due for scrapping. Waterhen (I) and 

the other four ships commissioned in the Royal Australian Navy at Portsmouth on 11 October 1933 to form the Australian De-

stroyer Flotilla, later to become famous as the 'Scrap Iron Flotilla'. 

The Flotilla departed Chatham, under the command of Captain AC Lilley RN (in Stuart (I)), on 17 October 1933 and, proceeding 

via Suez, reached Singapore on 28 November, Darwin on 7 December and Sydney on 21 December 1933. 

Waterhen (I) served on the Australia Station until 9 October 1934 when she paid off at Sydney. She recommissioned on 14 April  

1936 and resumed service on the Australia Station. In April 

1937 Waterhen (I) visited New Zealand. On 1 June 1938 she 

again 

 paid off into Reserve at Sydney. The ship remained in Re-

serve, apart from a short period in commission at the time of 

the Munich Crisis (29 September 1938 to 10 November 1938) 

until, with the outbreak of war, she recommissioned on 1 Sep-

tember 1939. 

Waterhen (I)'s first wartime duties were anti-submarine pa-

trols based on Sydney, alternating with Stuart (I) 

and Vendetta (I). 

On 14 October 1939, in company with Stuart (I) and Vendetta (I), Waterhen (I) departed Sydney for Singapore, proceeding via 

Darwin and Lombok Strait. The same day Vampire (I) and Voyager (I) departed Fremantle to join company at Singapore. The 

Flotilla was under the command of Commander HML Waller RAN (Commander (D)), in Stuart (I). 

It had been intended to base the destroyers at Singapore for a period of training but, while the Flotilla was still at sea, it was decid-

ed that after a brief stop at Singapore it should proceed to the Mediterranean. The two ships ex Fremantle arrived at Singapore on 

21 October 1939 where they were joined on the 29th by Stuart (I), Waterhen (I) and Vendetta (I). 

The Flotilla sailed from Singapore on 13 November 1939 but split up en route and consequently the ships did not all reach Malta 

at the same time. Waterhen (I) arrived on 14 December 1939. From 2 January 1940 the Flotilla formed the 19th Destroyer Divi-

sion for service with the Mediterranean Fleet. 

At this period of the war, British and French naval supremacy in the Mediterranean called for only routine escort and patrol duties, 

interspersed with Fleet exercises. Nevertheless, the Australian destroyers were kept busy with their routine of escort and patrol work, 

singly and in pairs, which took them from end to end of the Mediterranean. 

On 27 May 1940 the 19th Destroyer Division and the 20th Destroyer Division (HM Ships Dainty, Decoy, Defender and Diamond) 

combined forces to form the 10th Destroyer Flotilla under the command of Commander Waller. 

The entry of Italy into the war on 10 June 1940 and the collapse of French resistance on the 22nd completely changed the naval 

situation in the Mediterranean. Formerly, all coastlines were either Allied or neutral, and the Anglo-French Fleets were in undisput-

ed command of the seas. Now all coasts except those of Egypt, Palestine and Cyprus in the east, Malta in the centre, and Gibral-

tar in the west were closed to the Royal Navy. Moreover, the Allies had lost the support of the French Fleet, which had provided 

seven capital ships and nineteen cruisers, and had acquired a new enemy in Italy with her menacing naval potential. Her fleet 

boasted five battleships, 25 cruisers, 90 destroyers and nearly one hundred submarines. It spelt the beginning of a long and bitter 

struggle for control of the Mediterranean, first against the Italian Fleet and Air Force (neither of which proved the menace ex-

pected) and later against the much more formidable German Luftwaffe whose dive bombers took grievous toll of British warships 

before they were finally driven from the skies. 

For more than a year the 'Scrap Iron Flotilla' took part in the struggle for possession of the ancient sea route linking east and 

west. Waterhen (I) was almost constantly at sea, either operating with the fleet or on escort and patrol duties. 

On 17 August 1940 Waterhen (I) was one of the destroyers screening the British battleships Warspite, Malaya and Ramillies and 

the cruiser Kent when they bombarded Italian troop concentrations in Libya at Capuzzo and near Bardia. A week later, in the early 

hours of the morning of 24 August, Waterhen (I) provided covering fire for the gunboat HMS Ladybird as the latter ship cleared 

Bardia Harbour under fire from shore batteries after shelling buildings at point blank range. 

HMAS Waterhen the First ship of the Royal Australian Navy to be Lost by Enemy  

Action in World War II 
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On 28 October 1940 the Italian Army invaded Greece from Albania and, as part of British plans for the support of Greece, a con-

voy sailed from Alexandria the following day to establish a fuelling base at Suda Bay, Crete. Waterhen (I) was among the escort-

ing destroyers. By the evening of 1 November 1940 the laying of anti-submarine nets was completed despite enemy air attacks. 

The following day Waterhen (I) and Vampire (I) sailed for Alexandria escorting the net layer HMS Protector, the armed boarding 

ships HMS Chakla and HMS Fiona and a fleet oiler. In November 1940 Waterhen (I) acted as escort for several Malta convoys. 

As a unit of the Inshore Squadron, Waterhen (I) participated in the Western Desert campaign in North Africa in December 1940. 

Other RAN members of the Squadron were Vampire (I), Vendetta (I) and Voyager (I). They carried out bombardments and night 

offensive patrols, protected the supply ships and water carriers and generally maintained the sea supply lines to the shifting battle 

front. 

Three hours after leaving Sollum, Egypt, on Christmas night 1940, Waterhen (I) intercepted an Italian supply vessel Tireremo Dirit-

to and sank her by gunfire after removing twenty-four men and four officers, one Fascist officer and one dog. 

Waterhen (I) was forced to withdraw from operations for repairs lasting a month at Port Tewfik, Egypt (at the southern end of the Suez 

Canal), after colliding with and sinking the anti-submarine trawler HMS Bandolero on 30 December 1940. 

On 5 March 1941 Waterhen (I) left the Inshore Squadron to take part in operations in the Aegean. She returned early in April and 

with Stuart (I), Vendetta (I) and Voyager (I), was engaged in the bombardment of enemy positions in support of the army and in 

supplying Tobruk. 

Waterhen (I) and Vendetta (I) came under attack by dive bombers in Tobruk Harbour on 14 April 1941 but, although the bombs fell 

close, neither ship was hit. In the evening of the same day, the hospital ships Vita and Devonshire were attacked in the harbour by 

dive bombers and Vita was damaged by a near miss. While Vendetta (I) circled Vita and Waterhen (I), the latter embarked Vita's 

patients and staff and early the following morning she sailed for Alexandria. 

On 19 April 1941 Waterhen (I), Stuart (I) and Voyager (I) participated as escorts in a commando raid on Bardia by troops carried 

in the landing ship HMS Glengyle. 

During the campaigns in Greece and Crete Waterhen (I) had escorted convoys on sever-

al occasions. When the Greek campaign was finally seen to be a lost cause, she played 

her part in evacuating the Allied troops by embarking seventy men at Megara, Greece, 

on 26 April 1941 and disembarking them at Suda Bay. The following month she assisted 

in the evacuation of Crete. 

In May 1941 the regular 'Tobruk Ferry Service' for the supply and reinforcement of the belea-

guered Australian garrison at Tobruk  

was instituted by destroyers of the Inshore Squadron. This duty occupied Waterhen (I) for 

the remainder of her career. 

On 28 June 1941 Waterhen (I) left Alexandria for Tobruk with Defender on what was to be her last run. At 7:45pm on 29 June,  

off Sollum, both ships were attacked by dive bombers and Waterhen (I), though not directly hit, was holed by near misses and immo 

bilized. Her ship's company and embarked troops were taken off by Defender. There were no casualties.  

HMAS Waterhen under tow by HMS Defender  

The crew of HMAS Waterhen getting ready to abandon the  

sinking ship 

Abandoning the Waterhen 
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Editor’s Note  

Articles in all editions of the Military History Group Newsletter have been sourced from the Australian Government, Army, Navy and Airforce newspa-
pers, the Australian War Memorial Canberra via their web site, the Shrine of Remembrance web site and other various public information sites. Most 

articles have been précised to enable them to fit our publication.   


